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LDERLDER



Lexical Development across Lexical Development across 
languageslanguages

Is lexical development the same for all Is lexical development the same for all 
languages?languages?

Language specific vs language universal Language specific vs language universal 
patternspatterns

Compare English vs Italian, from 8Compare English vs Italian, from 8--30 30 
monthsmonths



Universal Stages of GrowthUniversal Stages of Growth
Routines and Word GamesRoutines and Word Games

Expressive vocabulary of 0Expressive vocabulary of 0--10 words10 words
Categories like noun/verb not usefulCategories like noun/verb not useful
Speech acts (Speech acts (performativesperformatives): vocal conventions used to achieve a social ): vocal conventions used to achieve a social 
functionfunction
““byebye””; ; ““uhuh--ohoh””; ; ““hihi””

ReferenceReference
Expressive vocabulary of 50Expressive vocabulary of 50--200 words200 words
Most words are Most words are nominalsnominals; words that establish reference; words that establish reference

PredicationPredication
Verbs and adjectivesVerbs and adjectives
Reflect ability to encode relational meaningsReflect ability to encode relational meanings
Begin to increase in number after about 100 wordsBegin to increase in number after about 100 words

GrammarGrammar
Grammatical function wordsGrammatical function words
Growth after about 300Growth after about 300--500 words500 words
Early use may reflect memorized routinesEarly use may reflect memorized routines
After 400 words may reflect emergence of grammarAfter 400 words may reflect emergence of grammar



Really Universal?Really Universal?
Changes in composition of vocabulary Changes in composition of vocabulary 
hypothesized to reflect universal hypothesized to reflect universal 
developments in logical and conceptual developments in logical and conceptual 
substrates of meaningsubstrates of meaning

One argument: nouns must precede verbs in One argument: nouns must precede verbs in 
development because nouns are easy to grasp; development because nouns are easy to grasp; 
verbs are more difficult to perceiveverbs are more difficult to perceive

Some studies of Korean and Chinese Some studies of Korean and Chinese 
suggest that verbs may develop earlier than suggest that verbs may develop earlier than 
nouns in these languagesnouns in these languages



Current QuestionsCurrent Questions
Do verbs necessarily start to develop relatively Do verbs necessarily start to develop relatively 
late? In all languages?late? In all languages?

What about a language for which verbs may be more What about a language for which verbs may be more 
salient than in English? For example, Italian.salient than in English? For example, Italian.

What is the relationship between vocabulary size What is the relationship between vocabulary size 
and grammatical function words?and grammatical function words?

How to address these questions?How to address these questions?



The CDIThe CDI
MacArthur Communicative Development InventoryMacArthur Communicative Development Inventory

Parental report checklist Parental report checklist 
Developed for English; adapted for ItalianDeveloped for English; adapted for Italian

Two scales:Two scales:
Words and Gestures (infant scale; 8Words and Gestures (infant scale; 8--16 months)16 months)

Part I: Checklist of 396 wordsPart I: Checklist of 396 words
Parents indicate if the child understands the word; understands Parents indicate if the child understands the word; understands and and 
produces the wordproduces the word

Part II: checklist of 63 communicative gesturesPart II: checklist of 63 communicative gestures
gestures for communication, play, imitation of parents and othergestures for communication, play, imitation of parents and other adults, adults, 
and activities with objects and activities with objects 

Words and Phrases scale (toddler scale; 16Words and Phrases scale (toddler scale; 16--30 months)30 months)
Part I: Assesses productive vocabulary (content and function worPart I: Assesses productive vocabulary (content and function words)ds)

680 words (English); 670 words (Italian)680 words (English); 670 words (Italian)
Part II: Grammatical DevelopmentPart II: Grammatical Development

use of possessives, plurals, and tenses, etc. use of possessives, plurals, and tenses, etc. 



Word CategoriesWord Categories
NominalsNominals (generally)(generally)

Common nouns, proper nouns, places to go, sound effects (used toCommon nouns, proper nouns, places to go, sound effects (used to
refer to animals, etc.)refer to animals, etc.)

Common nouns (specifically)Common nouns (specifically)
Words that adults use to refer to concrete objects (i.e., excludWords that adults use to refer to concrete objects (i.e., exclude names e names 
for people, sound effects, places to go)for people, sound effects, places to go)

Proper nouns (specifically)Proper nouns (specifically)
Proper nouns and terms for peopleProper nouns and terms for people

Sound effectsSound effects
(vroom, meow)(vroom, meow)

RoutinesRoutines
““hihi”” ““byebye”” words words referrringreferrring to events: to events: ““breakfastbreakfast”” ““napnap””
Familiar commands (Familiar commands (““dondon’’tt””))

VerbsVerbs
Action words (uninflected)Action words (uninflected)

AdjectivesAdjectives
Descriptive wordsDescriptive words

Grammatical Function WordsGrammatical Function Words



Who participated?Who participated?
English speaking childrenEnglish speaking children

659 infants from 8659 infants from 8--16 months of age16 months of age
1001 toddlers from 181001 toddlers from 18--30 months of age30 months of age

Italian speaking childrenItalian speaking children
195 infants from 8195 infants from 8--16 months of age16 months of age
386 toddlers from 16386 toddlers from 16--30 months of age30 months of age

Equal numbers of boys and girls in each sampleEqual numbers of boys and girls in each sample
Across a spectrum of socioAcross a spectrum of socio--economic levelseconomic levels
Children were excluded if they had:Children were excluded if they had:

medical/neurological problems medical/neurological problems 
Substantial exposure to a second languageSubstantial exposure to a second language



Infants from 8Infants from 8--16 months16 months

Comprehension:Comprehension:
No differences between No differences between 
English and Italian infantsEnglish and Italian infants

Production:Production:
ItalianItalian--speaking group speaking group 
lagged behind Englishlagged behind English--
speaking groupspeaking group

Overall, production lower Overall, production lower 
than comprehensionthan comprehension
Huge individual Huge individual 
differences differences 
(comprehension: mean (comprehension: mean 
105, range 0105, range 0--396)396)



Toddlers from 16Toddlers from 16--30 months30 months
Expressive Expressive 
vocabularyvocabulary
EnglishEnglish--speaking speaking 
children slightly ahead children slightly ahead 
of Italianof Italian--speaking speaking 
childrenchildren

Large individual Large individual 
differencesdifferences

(at 24 months, mean of (at 24 months, mean of 
300 words, range of 300 words, range of 
5050--600)600)



Making a fair comparisonMaking a fair comparison
Due to differences in growth across Due to differences in growth across 
English and ItalianEnglish and Italian
Huge variability in vocabulary size at any Huge variability in vocabulary size at any 
given agegiven age

Looking at vocabulary growth by age may Looking at vocabulary growth by age may 
be unfairbe unfair

Look at vocabulary growth by size of childLook at vocabulary growth by size of child’’s s 
vocabulary vocabulary –– notnot age of childage of child



Italian Verb Advantage?Italian Verb Advantage?
Italian is a good test case to try to find out Italian is a good test case to try to find out 
about early onset of verbsabout early onset of verbs

Allows extensive word order variationAllows extensive word order variation
Variation in position helps children identify wordsVariation in position helps children identify words

ProPro--drop language; ~70% subjects omitteddrop language; ~70% subjects omitted
Verbs often found in salient sentence initial or final Verbs often found in salient sentence initial or final 
positionspositions

Rich verbal morphologyRich verbal morphology
Italian children sensitive to verb agreement at an Italian children sensitive to verb agreement at an 
early age early age 



CrossCross--linguistic differences in linguistic differences in 
types of words producedtypes of words produced

Divide children into Divide children into 
groups based on groups based on 
vocabulary sizevocabulary size

Italians seem to Italians seem to 
have an advantage have an advantage 
for for nominalsnominals
(broadly defined), (broadly defined), 
but not verbsbut not verbs



Developmental Changes: Nouns and VerbsDevelopmental Changes: Nouns and Verbs

45% is proportion of entire 45% is proportion of entire 
checklist that is common checklist that is common 
nouns; 14% for verbsnouns; 14% for verbs

If acquisition of nouns (or If acquisition of nouns (or 
verbs) were constant or verbs) were constant or 
random random ––proportion should proportion should 
be flat linebe flat line

Common nouns increased Common nouns increased 
in importance with in importance with 
vocabulary growth from 8vocabulary growth from 8--16 16 
monthsmonths

Verbs stayed flatVerbs stayed flat



How much variation is there?How much variation is there?

Referential Style Referential Style –– use of nounsuse of nouns
Similar developmental and stylistic factors at Similar developmental and stylistic factors at 
work for both languageswork for both languages



Really no Italian verb advantage?Really no Italian verb advantage?
CDI list contains fewer CDI list contains fewer 
verbs (14%) than nouns verbs (14%) than nouns 
(45%) (45%) –– so a difference so a difference 
between nouns and verbs between nouns and verbs 
for total vocabulary not for total vocabulary not 
surprisingsurprising

Compute Compute 
Noun opportunity score Noun opportunity score 
(nouns reported / 182)(nouns reported / 182)
Verb opportunity score Verb opportunity score 
(verbs reported / 55)(verbs reported / 55)

Nouns still grow faster Nouns still grow faster 
than verbs than verbs –– in both in both 
languages!languages!



Production summaryProduction summary
Nouns and verbs grow Nouns and verbs grow 
(occupy greater proportion of (occupy greater proportion of 
vocabulary as vocabulary size vocabulary as vocabulary size 
increases)increases)

What shrinks?What shrinks?
Proper nounsProper nouns
Sound effectsSound effects
RoutinesRoutines

Proper nouns, routines shrink Proper nouns, routines shrink 
more in English (cultural more in English (cultural 
differences?)differences?)

In both groups, early growth of In both groups, early growth of 
nouns, consistent with nouns, consistent with 
developmental sequence from developmental sequence from 
reference stage to predication reference stage to predication 
stagestage



Receptive Vocabulary: 8Receptive Vocabulary: 8--16 months16 months

No verb advantage in No verb advantage in 
productionproduction

What about in What about in 
comprehension?comprehension?

For common nouns:For common nouns:
Proportion larger for Proportion larger for 
comprehension than comprehension than 
productionproduction
ItalianItalian--speaking children speaking children 
ahead of Englishahead of English--speaking speaking 
childrenchildren

For verbs:For verbs:
ItalianItalian--speaking children speaking children 
ahead of Englishahead of English--speaking speaking 
children (by a little bit)children (by a little bit)



Receptive Vocabulary: 8Receptive Vocabulary: 8--16 months16 months

Nouns outnumber Nouns outnumber 
verbs even in verbs even in 
comprehension for comprehension for 
both languagesboth languages

Supports Supports 
developmental developmental 
sequence from sequence from 
nouns to verbs in nouns to verbs in 
both languagesboth languages

Small advantage for Small advantage for 
verbs in Italian due verbs in Italian due 
to just a few specific to just a few specific 
words?words?



First produced words in First produced words in 
English and ItalianEnglish and Italian

(percentage of children in sample (percentage of children in sample 
who who producedproduced a word, ranka word, rank--ordered)ordered)
NonNon--nominalsnominals: *: *
Verbs capitalizedVerbs capitalized

EnglishEnglish
No verbsNo verbs in top 50in top 50
Most of top ten are routines, sound Most of top ten are routines, sound 
effects, names for peopleeffects, names for people

ItalianItalian
One verbOne verb in top 50in top 50
Most of top ten are routines, sound Most of top ten are routines, sound 
effects, names for peopleeffects, names for people

If all nonIf all non--nominalsnominals treated as verbs, treated as verbs, 
then Italian actually has fewer then Italian actually has fewer ““verbsverbs””
in top 10 wordsin top 10 words



First comprehended words in First comprehended words in 
English and ItalianEnglish and Italian

(percentage of children in sample (percentage of children in sample 
who who comprehendedcomprehended a word, ranka word, rank--
ordered)ordered)
NonNon--nominalsnominals: *: *
Verbs capitalizedVerbs capitalized

EnglishEnglish
Some verbsSome verbs in top 50in top 50
Most of top ten are routines, sound Most of top ten are routines, sound 
effects, names for peopleeffects, names for people

ItalianItalian
Some verbsSome verbs in top 50in top 50
Most of top ten are routines, sound Most of top ten are routines, sound 
effects, names for peopleeffects, names for people

If all nonIf all non--nominalsnominals treated as verbs, treated as verbs, 
then Italian actually has fewer then Italian actually has fewer ““verbsverbs””
in top 10 wordsin top 10 words



For young children (8For young children (8--16 months)16 months)

Both languages develop similarlyBoth languages develop similarly
Despite crossDespite cross--linguistic differences in input and linguistic differences in input and 
salience of verbssalience of verbs

First words are sound effects, nouns, routines, names First words are sound effects, nouns, routines, names 
for peoplefor people
Nouns predominate and grow fast, in comprehension Nouns predominate and grow fast, in comprehension 
and production, in both languagesand production, in both languages
Verbs emerge earlier and grow faster in Verbs emerge earlier and grow faster in 
comprehension than production comprehension than production –– but are consistently but are consistently 
outnumbered by nounsoutnumbered by nouns
Grammatical function words are very rare among first Grammatical function words are very rare among first 
wordswords



Toddlers (16Toddlers (16--30 months)30 months)

Examined four word categoriesExamined four word categories
Common nouns (~40% of list)Common nouns (~40% of list)

Animals, toys, food and drink, clothing, body parts, Animals, toys, food and drink, clothing, body parts, 
household objects, furniture, roomshousehold objects, furniture, rooms

Predicates (~24% of list)Predicates (~24% of list)
Verbs and adjectivesVerbs and adjectives

ClosedClosed--class words (~14% of list)class words (~14% of list)
Social terms  (~10% of list)Social terms  (~10% of list)

Sound effects, names for people, routinesSound effects, names for people, routines



EnglishEnglish--speaking childrenspeaking children
Preponderance of Preponderance of 
common nounscommon nouns

Slow growth of Slow growth of 
predicatespredicates

Rarity of closedRarity of closed--class class 
wordswords

Sharp, nonSharp, non--linear drop linear drop 
in social wordsin social words



ItalianItalian--speaking childrenspeaking children
Preponderance of Preponderance of 
common nounscommon nouns

Slow growth of Slow growth of 
predicatespredicates

Rarity of closedRarity of closed--class class 
wordswords

Sharp, nonSharp, non--linear drop linear drop 
in social wordsin social words



English and Italian are similarEnglish and Italian are similar



Common NounsCommon Nouns
Similar shape of growth Similar shape of growth 
curve in English and curve in English and 
ItalianItalian

Develop for EnglishDevelop for English--
speaking children fasterspeaking children faster

ItalianItalian--speaking speaking 
children catch up, and children catch up, and 
even slightly overtake even slightly overtake 
the English speakers the English speakers 



PredicatesPredicates
EnglishEnglish--speaking speaking 
children enjoy early children enjoy early 
advantageadvantage

ItalianItalian--speaking speaking 
children catch upchildren catch up

No differences after No differences after 
about 100 wordsabout 100 words



What about just verbs?What about just verbs?
Slight advantage for Slight advantage for 
EnglishEnglish--speaking speaking 
childrenchildren

Contrary to Contrary to 
predictions of a verb predictions of a verb 
advantage in Italianadvantage in Italian



Social TermsSocial Terms
ItalianItalian--speaking speaking 
children have children have 
advantage in social advantage in social 
terms (for 7 of 8 age terms (for 7 of 8 age 
categories)categories)

Could reflect cultural Could reflect cultural 
differencedifference

ItalianItalian--speaking children speaking children 
may be closer to may be closer to 
extended familyextended family

More relatives to nameMore relatives to name
More opportunities for More opportunities for 
routinesroutines



ClosedClosed--class Itemsclass Items
ItalianItalian--speaking speaking 
children ahead of children ahead of 
EnglishEnglish--speaking speaking 
children at most children at most 
vocabulary sizesvocabulary sizes

EnglishEnglish--speaking speaking 
children catch up at children catch up at 
about 600 wordsabout 600 words



Summary for ToddlersSummary for Toddlers
Nouns and verbsNouns and verbs

Small differences favoring EnglishSmall differences favoring English--speaking speaking 
childrenchildren
Does not support prediction of a verb Does not support prediction of a verb 
advantage in Italian!advantage in Italian!

Social wordsSocial words
ItalianItalian--speaking children have larger speaking children have larger 
repertoirerepertoire

ClosedClosed--class wordsclass words
Small advantage for ItalianSmall advantage for Italian--speaking childrenspeaking children



ConclusionsConclusions
Nouns Nouns vsvs verbsverbs

No evidence for earlier emergence of verbs or predicates in No evidence for earlier emergence of verbs or predicates in 
Italian compared to EnglishItalian compared to English
Slight advantage in English for nouns and verbs may reflect Slight advantage in English for nouns and verbs may reflect 
cultural differencescultural differences

Function wordsFunction words
Rare in both languages early (<200 words)Rare in both languages early (<200 words)
Growth correlated with overall vocabulary sizeGrowth correlated with overall vocabulary size

Linear growth in ItalianLinear growth in Italian
NonNon--linear growth in Englishlinear growth in English

Differences between English/Italian (CDI) and Differences between English/Italian (CDI) and 
Korean/Chinese (free production) may reflect methods; Korean/Chinese (free production) may reflect methods; 
testing Korean with CDI revealed similar pattern as for testing Korean with CDI revealed similar pattern as for 
English and ItalianEnglish and Italian

Free speech vs. parental checklist may reflect what children Free speech vs. parental checklist may reflect what children 
preferprefer to use, not what they are able to useto use, not what they are able to use



Advice for paperAdvice for paper


